
MAKE YOUR YIELD AND
PROTEIN DATA WORK 
FOR YOU THIS SEASON...
and enhance your P & N strategies

Are you using your harvest data correctly?
Is your yield monitor calibrated?
Are you checking the data?
Are you recording paddock tonnages (at a minimum)?
Are you cleaning and calibrating the data after harvest?



Pre-harvest
Pre-format your storage cards with paddock names and crop varieties
Set up paddock boundaries, guidance lines, and other settings
Check your grain flow sensor for wear, damage, and any obstructions behind the plate

In the paddock
Calibrate header at the start of each crop type and paddock per manufacturer’s instructions, and
calibrate moisture with a handheld moisture meter if possible
Long straight cuts at a steady speed will return the best data. When running multiple headers in the
same paddock, try to harvest side by side
Record total paddock tonnages

Data management
Ensure that the data is logging correctly as you go and contact your local GPS dealer if you experience
any technical issues
Transfer the data off the header frequently and early
Review the quality as you go and provide feedback to header operators

Whilst a robust soil testing program is proven to be the most reliable approach to understanding soil nutrient
levels and build accurate variable rate fertiliser applications, good quality yield and protein data can be used to
generate cost-effective nutrient replacement strategies.

The challenge is capturing good quality data, reliably, which can then be used with confidence in your nutrient
replacement plans.  High quality data enables more accurate calculation of nutrient removal which in turn drives
better fertiliser replacement strategies for the following crop. 
 

A few simple tips will help your harvest data collection stay on track:
1.

2.

3.
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Yield and protein data drive effective P & N budgeting and can form the
base for variable rate strategies. 
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